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Great Reception for Nonprofit Membership Software at Rise of the Rest
"Seeing all the excitement around Fresh Vine was amazing," Paul Prins shared during the reception following Rise of the
Rest pitch event yesterday in Minneapolis. "We spend so much time heads down working. It's so encouraging to see the
local community come out and share our enthusiasm for Fresh Vine."
While Fresh Vine did not win the pitch competition - that honor goes to 75 Fahrenheit - there was a strong showing. In seven
minutes Paul was able to share the idea, heart, opportunity and state of Fresh Vine.
The whole event was exciting to be a part of. The competition was live streamed online through The Atlantic with people
tuning in from all over the country.
More information on the Rise of the Rest bus tour including times and locations for specific events in each city is available at
www.riseofrest.com and by following #RiseofRest on Twitter and Instagram.
About Fresh Vine:
Fresh Vine [http://freshvine.co/] nonprofit membership software is a nonprofit’s secret weapon. It's the simple platform to
know their people and everything they do. Launched in 2011 Fresh Vine is proud of our commitment to helping nonprofits
make larger impacts on their missions. The membership software covers a nonprofits roster, on-boarding, donations, email,
events, groups, and more.
About Revolution:
A Washington, DC-based investment firm founded by Steve Case in 2005, Revolution’s mission is to build disruptive,
innovative companies that offer consumers more choice, convenience, and control in their lives. Revolution seeks to create
significant value for companies that are attacking large, traditional industries with innovative new products and services. The
Revolution team brings proven expertise in scaling up companies and helping to expand niche ideas into mass appeal. For
more information, please visit:www.revolution.com or follow us on Twitter @revolution.
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